Auto Noodle

RETRIEVAL TOOLS

Perfect for coach builders, all types
of recreational vehicles, trailers,
manufacturing, do it yourself
projects, auto body, auto repair,
motorcycles, all
terrain vehicles,
boats, agricultural
equipment,
airplanes and
more!

The Auto Noodle with Retrieval Loop

This time saving and frustration-free tool set is a must-have
for new, repair or modifying existing projects such as automotive, RV’s, boats, trailers, etc. Our 24” pliable coated
noodle has a super strong 1/4” neodymium magnet on one
end and is threaded (8/32) on the other. Included in the set
is a 1”x 2” flexible wire loop, perfect for attaching, guiding
and pulling wires through tight and hard to access areas. A
handy 18” telescoping pocket retriever is also included.
Possible uses for the Auto Noodle
Tying wire to the flexible wire loop allows
you to guide or pull the wire through tight
and difficult paths, such as dashboards,
framing, under seats, trunk spaces for stereo
installation, trailer hookups and more.

The Auto Noodle can be molded to stand
on it’s own or wrapped around anything.
Especially handy with the Lighted Bullnose
Tip, giving you a directed light right where
you are working.

Included in the set is the 18” telescoping
pocket retriever. The hook is able to reach
into places your hands cannot. The Auto
Noodle is shown in background with the
optional Lighted Bullnose Tip.

DESCRIPTION

PART NO.

MODEL

Auto Noodle System		
Threaded Cable Loop Replacement
24” Flexible Auto Noodle Retriever Replacement
Threaded Lighted Bullnose Tip (See page 54 for Colored Tips)
Threaded Z-Tip L (See page 59)
Threaded J-Tip L (See page 59)

LS-85-100
LS-85-090
LS-85-095
LS-81-316
LS-82-355
LS-82-371

TNRS
TCL
AR24
CZLBT
ZTIPL
JTIPL

Videos for these products and more are available on YouTube:

Auto NoodleTM: https://youtu.be/DvHFowUYhJU
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